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Abstract 

It is known that grey water reused for non-potable purposes, provides a sustainable solution of water 

management by reduction of fresh water extraction and can contribute to water status improvement. Although 

reused grey water is not intended for potable use, the potential for certain contamination and pollution rate still 

exist and the treatment efficiency represents a key concern for grey water system utilization. Therefore, this 

paper explores and focuses on treatment efficiency of treatment technology specifically on submerged membrane 

bioreactor, what is considered as a successfully used technique of grey water treatment. The main aim was to 

evaluate the pollution removal in variously polluted grey water and consider a treatability of purposed 

technology, while changing the grey water retention time in bioreactor.  
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1 Introduction 

Grey water has proven to be a useful substitute for fresh water in regards to non-potable 

purposes [1]. Grey water can be considered as a valuable source of water, however the 

reliability of the system is ensured by proper treatment of the water, to reduce the risks 

associated with water contamination to acceptable levels for the intended reuse application 

[2]. The level of grey water contamination and exact range of pollutants, is relatively difficult 

to specify, since the water quality is highly dependent on the user behavior. However, the 

hygienic safety and environmental tolerance represents most significant requirements for grey 

water system efficiency, hence water quality specification and control has to be undertaken.  

Considering the origin of grey water and its great dependence on user living standards and 

habits, is hygienic safety associated with variable quality of water. Although there are 

variations in grey water quality, the analysis confirms that dark grey water - waste water 
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originating to kitchen and laundry, dispose with higher both physical and organic pollution 

compared to light grey water discharged from bathroom or non-separated grey water [3,4,5]. 

Generally grey water quality is covering different chemical, physical and microbiological 

contamination. The literature review shows some of the most common pollution parameters, 

those usually recognized features of grey water quality and their values are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Concentration of general pollution parameters in grey water 

 Parameter Unit 
Concentration 

LGW DGW GW 

CH/ 

PH 

pH  (-) 5.0 – 8.6 6.3 – 10.0 6.1 - 8.4 

COD (mg/l) *42.9 – 8,000 26.0 – 1,600 *304 - *876 

BOD5 (mg/l) *14.9 – 200 48.0 – 756 41.0 – *261 

TSS  (mg/l) *17.2– *54.0  *94.0 – *214 45.0 – 330 

Turbidity (NTU) *9.0 – 370 14.0 – 296 *70.0 – *119 

Temperature (°C) *17.0 – 38.0 *20.0 – *32.2 *20.0 – *37.4 

N 
Ntotal (mg/l) 0.6 – 46.4 *4.5 – 60.0 *5.0 - 8.1 

Ptotal (mg/l) *0.1 – 2.20 0.06 – 57.0 *0.5 –11.0 

M 

Escherichia coli (CFU/100 ml) 101 - 107 101 – 108 101 – 102 

Enterococci (CFU/100 ml) 0 *101 101 – 105 

Coliform bacteria (CFU/100 ml) 101 – 109 101 – 108 105 – 108 

Faecal coliforms (CFU/100 ml) 101 – 106 101 – 104 102 – 106 

Modified from [3,6,7,8,9] *Table is complemented by values measured during the research 

 

The characteristics of GW (grey water) quality, including the pollution concentration of raw 

GW and the requirements for water quality according to intended reuse, underline the 

necessity of appropriate treatment technology settlement. According to proven experiences 

and prevailing utilization of MBR (membrane bioreactor) technologies treating GW, was 

purposed to test this system, according to specific conditions. The main aim of this paper was 

to analyze the efficiency of submerged MBR technology treating differently polluted GW, in 

accordance to changing retention time of water.  

Measurement was applied at laboratory in the Center of excellence of integrated research, 

progressive materials, constructions and technologies at Technical University of Kosice, 

Faculty of Civil Engineering. The measurement begun 13.11.2017 and was finalized with the 

last sampling performed 10.01.2018. GW system and most of its segments are placed in 

presented laboratory.  

2 Measurement methodology 

Methodology applied in this paper (Figure 1) was based on experimental measurement 

consisting of water sampling. Samples were taken in 3 stages, according to changing retention 

time (direct, 12 hours, 20 hours). MBR treatment plant was operating with 3 types of GW:  

LGW (light grey water), DGW (dark grey water) and non-separated GW, when each type of 
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GW passed through all 3 sampling stages. Samples were then evaluated under accredited 

laboratory assessment.  

 

Figure 1: Measurement methodology  

 

The different types of GW were collected according to sources used (Figure 2). In general, the 

sources can be divided into internal and external. Location of internal GW sources and MBR 

unit on the same floor level, eliminates the gravity water discharge from the devices in 

sanitary devices area. Therefore was necessary to design the pumping system that can lead 

GW into the treatment plant. To meet this requirement, was suggested to use a small, compact 

automatic lifting station, with maximum flow rate 149 L/min and maximum discharge height 

8.5 meters [10]. Hence GW is firstly discharged by natural gravity flow directly into the 

lifting station with integrated tank of volume 9 L, then is GW pumping into the treatment 

plant. Since there are another sources directly connected with treatment plant, the pipelines 

leading from both sources (internal sources and external direct sources, are linked before the 

inlet to GW tank. After all cleaning processes is WW (white water) pumped for the further 

utilization back to sanitary devices area. The devices connected to WW supply are toilet, 

urinal and washing machine. Washing machine is the only device that can be supplied by both 

freshwater and WW, however during the measurement was considered just the connection to 

fresh water. Waste water discharged from toilet and urinal leads into the public sewer system.
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Figure 2: Grey water system scheme  

3 Results 

The results of water quality assessment are in regards to missing regulations and legislative 

framework dealing with GW technologies in Slovakia evaluated according to limited values 

for drinking water included in The Government Regulation Nr. 355/2007 Coll. and limit rates 

of waste water and special water pollution indicators in the Government Regulation No. 

269/2010 Coll. According to the measurement methodology explanation above was MBR 

treatment plant operated with three types of grey water and under the changing retention time: 

direct, 12h and 20h. The comparison of water analysis results is given bellow. 
 

3.1 pH 

The title page must give the title of the paper, all authors with their affiliations and up to five 

keywords.  The title page shall appear as the first page of this document. The body of the text 

must start after the key words. Results on Figure 3 show that there is no considerable 

difference between pH environment in each measurement phase and except one phase at 

DGW20, each analysis proved a basic pH of water. Most organic matter and bacteria are 

suited to a neutral or slightly basic pH environment, therefore an acidic pH can be considered 

as more suitable in their reduction. However, the increase of pH can have positive effect on 

TSS and COD removal [11,12], whereas this was not under the investigation intention. The 

main aim was to set up the treatment efficiency, what in regards to limitations, proved that the 

pH environment in all measurement phases is sufficient and in range of pH 6.5-8.5. 

Comparing the results with the BS 8525-1, setting up the limitations for grey water reuse and 

limited scope pH 5.5-9.5, are measured values as well acceptable for further use. 
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Figure 3: pH concentration in all types of GW  

3.2 COD 

From the results on Figure 4 can be seen an evident difference between COD concentration, 

therefore pollution rate measured in LGW and DGW or non-separated GW. It was expected 

that during the grey water retention in GWT (12, 20 hours) will the COD removal grow 

[13,14] however except the phase DGW12, was proven increase in each tested phase. Except 

one measurement phase LGW20 was all increased COD concentration subsequently reduced 

by membrane treatment, therefore proved certain pollution removal. Whereas the COD 

concentration in DGW and non-separated GW remains relatively high even after the treatment 

and the biological processes expected were not satisfied.  

 

Figure 4: COD concentration in all types of GW  
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3.3 BOD5 

Results on Figure 5 proves lower concentration of BOD5 in LGW than in DGW or non-

separated GW as was expected. According changing retention time and as higher HRTs 

usually results in better removal performance and are applied for treatment that contains high 

BOD [15] was supposed that during the grey water retention in GWT (12, 20 hours) will 

appears a decrease in pollution concentration. Except the phase DGW12, was during the 

retention proven increase in each tested phase, however after treatment by membrane were 

except phase GW 20 all the concentration reduced. Measurement in phase GW20 recorded 

increase of BOD5 even after membrane treatment. Whereas the BOD5 concentration in DGW 

and non-separated GW remains relatively high even after the treatment and the biological 

processes were not satisfied. The legislative framework by BS 8525-1 and RD 1620/2007 

don’t specify the limitations for BOD5 concentration. According to other guidance for white 

water utilization by WHO or Australian and Canada legislatives which settled the limit value 

≤10.0 mg/l where values also not satisfactory.  

 

Figure 5: BOD5 concentration in all types of GW  

3.4 TSS 

From the results on Figure 6 can be seen relatively positive treatment efficiency of TSS in all 

types of grey water, also the pollution concentration difference between LGW and DGW or 

non-separated GW. According to [16] was observed that lower HRT (8h) achieved higher 

TSS removal. In this case the can be stated that except two phases LGW12 and GW20 was 

during the retention TSS concertation reduced and further after treatment by membrane 

removed almost by 100%. Interesting value was measured at GW20, when TSS concentration 

during the retention raised twice it value. After treatment by membrane was this value 

reduced however not fulfilled the legislative limitation. The legislative framework by BS 

8525-1 is not defining the limitation for TSS according to further purposes, however RD 

1620/2007 specifies the limitations as 10 and 20 mg/l, what is similar to legislative limits 
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according to Slovak government limitation compared, therefore the values that fulfilled this 

limit are also sufficient in regards to RD 1620/2007 

 

Figure 6: TSS concentration in all types of GW  

3.5 Turbidity 

The results on Figure 7 shows an evident difference between pollution of LGW and 

DGW or non-separated GW. On the figure can be seen a similar course of measured 

pollutants as it was in TSS. Even that the pollution removal is relatively positive and with 

high percentage, the legislative requirement according to Slovakia Government were not 

fulfilled. Comparing the results with BS 8525-1 which settled the limits to <10.00 NTU were 

satisfied the all the results except phases DGW20, GW and GW20, where the output values 

remains high even after treatment.  

 

Figure 7: Turbidity concentration in all types of GW  
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4 Conclusion 

An intention of this paper was to define the treatment efficiency of MBR treatment plant, in 

regards to changing retention time of GW in bioreactor. According to measured values was 

compiled a percentage score of average treatment efficiency divided by measurement phase 

and type of GW treated. In the events, when the value measured after treatment process 

increased was the treatment efficiency percentage determined as 0 value. The overall results 

are given in Table 2. 

Table 2: Treatment efficiency of each measurement phase 

 Types of grey water & Treatment efficiency 

Retention time LGW DGW GW 

Direct  45.80 % 44.01 % 29.67 % 

12 hours 53.74 % 53.80 % 48.97 % 

20 hours 33.51 % 30.23 % 3.53 % 

 

Measurement results shows a relatively wide range of treatment efficiency, differing from 

only 3.53% measured in non-separated GW stored for 20 hours, till highest efficiency 

measured in DGW stored for 12 hours. Regarding the highest percentage of treatment 

efficiency reached in all three types of GW, appears 12 hours retention time as most effective 

operation setup for effective pollution removal, however the partial results have to be taken 

into account, where the pollution during retention usually increased.  

The overall treatment efficiency reached according to type of treated GW (Figure 8), specifies 

LGW as most effectively treated, however with no particular difference with the efficiency 

reached by treating DGW. Treatment efficiency settled for non-separated GW, was proved 

relatively low, what was probably caused by high pollution levels that were not reduced by 

treatment. 

 

Figure 8: Treatment efficiency of individual GW type 
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Evaluation of MBR treatment system shows efficiency lower than 50%, what can be 

considered as unsatisfactory result. Recognizing all the impacts influenced the treatment 

system can be concluded that system was mostly operating only with membrane treatment, 

whereas improving the biological treatment performance can contribute to raise the overall 

treatment efficiency of MBR. 
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